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I never received any formal training in teaching, just gathered some useful
things on the way, one could say. I had good teachers in school and college.

Ideas came from books and training programs. Students always supported the
new methods I used and gave me encouraging feedback. I observed and analyzed
other teachers. I have picked up ideas from each one of them and shall endeavor
to share some of them in this essay.

It is so convenient for a lecturer to ‘deliver’ a lecture, and give ‘pearls of wisdom’
in class, and so easy for the students
to just sit there and take down notes.
However, a teacher must teach and also
enable his/her students to learn.
Students are eager to learn. It is also
their responsibility to learn. A teacher’s
responsibility is to facilitate the process. To explain this point, I will give you two
simple examples:

Growing Up as a Teacher
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Anita is 10 months old, and is learning to walk. Her parents like to give her
the best of things. On an evening, they reach a spot with a climb and a beautiful
scene beyond. Like all children her age, Anita wants to crawl up the steps. But
her parents carry her to the top. Reaching the top, they look across, she smiles
and claps her hands and all are happy.

Suneeta too is 10 months, and is learning to walk. Her parents too like her to
learn the best of things. They reach the same hill. She too wants to crawl up the
steps. She looks up to her mother for approval. Her father goes to the top and
beckons her to come there. As Suneeta
climbs up, her mother is by her side.
Each step is an achievement. After the
third step, she looks up, and both
smile. She starts again. After the tenth
step, she looks at her father. He just waves out and asks her to come up. She
climbs all the steps, and sits at the top, looking down below with a sense of
victory at what she has achieved. They all have a good laugh. Suneeta has seen the
view and has also learnt to climb and reach there. Suneeta grows up very confident,
has better self-esteem than Anita, and is able to find her way around whatever
she wishes to do, knowing help is always on hand.

In my teaching, I have adopted the model used by Suneeta’s parents. In this
model, the teacher enables students to learn, leads them, encourages and
appreciates their smallest achievements. When she has helped them mature and
reflect on their learning, she ensures that the students will carry their learning
skills even after leaving the institution.

Besides facilitating student learning, it is also necessary to grab and retain the
interest of students in the subject. At the beginning of a course, students can be
made to get interested in it with a discussion about how the ways in which the
subject is relevant and important. The entire content of the subject can be put
besides what is known or familiar to them. Thus the teaching of labour laws for
a term can begin with a discussion about the role of law in labour and industrial
relations, and its adequacy. Students can be asked to comment about the
requirements of industry, how workers might be exploited, how workers’ interests

An example of facilitating Active
Learning in students
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need protection, the advantages and ills of public sector enterprise, and of
privatization. Then one can introduce the relevant laws, and make students think
about the need to study them. The teacher could also emphasize possible career
prospects requiring specialization in these laws. This is how the background is
built for interest in the further study of the subject. The background develops
interest and expectations about the syllabus. If these points come from the students
themselves in a brainstorming session, with the teacher adding to or giving focus
and direction to the discussion, the class feels involved.

This method can apply to a lecture session as well, such as a class on child
labor. Child labor or child employment is widespread. Are not children entitled
to basic rights, like education, free time, and play? Why do organizations employ
children? Why do children seek employment? Are they forced? Why do they not
go to school? Would they like to go to school? What is the role of their parents
and society? Is not employment equivalent to training them for skills required by
the job? Should child labor be abolished; or should it be regulated? Can it be
abolished; if so how? Can it be regulated? If so, then how should one ensure the
healthy physical and mental growth of a child? Discussions on the actual desired
content —the provisions of law affecting child labour—follow a map of the topic
being discussed.

Such discussions bring out a number of views and enable an exchange of
ideas. In a law lecture, they show up the relationship between law, public policy,
ethics, morality, and economics. The teacher can introduce values, which the
subject demands. The actual provisions of law, which are the material content of
the lecture, do not then require much
explanation. These are easily
remembered. When students think,
they learn better. A teacher who
demonstrated this method very
successfully, admitted that it required the teacher to have a keen interest in the
subject, to know it well, to plan the session including the time to be allotted to
the discussion, the lecture itself and its conclusion. The teacher was also required
to control the discussion and lead the discussion to its objective, and ‘be the

Discussions bring out a number of
views and enable learning through

exchange of ideas
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master of the classroom’. Most importantly, she said, the teacher must be, and
appear involved and enthusiastic from the beginning.

A student of mine five years after graduation compared her own abilities with
those of her colleagues at court. She said she could think about the provisions of
law from a wider perspective, and find multiple solutions in a situation. She had
come especially to tell me—“It is because you made us work and read and discuss”.

This shows that students are eager to participate in class and in the learning
process. But do we encourage students to punctuate the lecture with comments
or questions without fear? As a student
I admired a teacher who encouraged
us to ask questions, even if these
interrupted the lecture. He usually
answered these queries immediately,
but sometimes he also deferred the answer to a more appropriate occasion. At
times he spent one-fourth the time answering questions or discussing them, but
he always completed the topic scheduled for the day. Or so we thought he did.
We were happy because our doubts had been cleared.

When I first decided to seek questions and interruptions, I realized that it
demanded tremendous mutual and individual confidence. I had to plan the lecture
and prepare it thoroughly. I had to appear and be comfortable in the classroom.
I had to be willing to accept ignorance if I did not know the answers, to respect
the students and their views, to keep cool when facing irrelevant or stupid
questions, to appreciate good questions, and to acknowledge student participation.
I was required to keep an open mind, and to keep aside my own views. It was
most essential to treat students with dignity and respect. This was difficult and
took some time to achieve.

Students can join the teacher in teaching, if a teacher allows them to do so.
College students love “action”. They like to take responsibility. They will readily
agree to presenting a session. A student can be asked to prepare a small presentation
on one aspect of a topic (often a case for discussion) assigned to them. Other
students always listen to a peer’s presentation with great attention, either to

Encourage students to ask questions
and comment  in class fearlessly
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appreciate, or to criticize. They also feel excited that one of them is confidently
performing a daunting task.

Debates, buzz-groups, and role-plays also increase class participation
significantly. I have begun using some of these methods after a decade of ‘plain
lecturing’. Adopting these methods in the classroom requires extra effort, and a
little extra time. The objective of this shift has been to enable students to know
and be able to apply it to real life situations, not merely to pass an examination.
While using these methods, I also make my students aware of this focus.

Teaching can begin with an overall teaching plan for the course covering the
entire term or year. Teachers at one
Indian Law University are expected to
prepare lecture plans for the whole
semester. The plans indicate the topics
scheduled for each lecture. Lecture
plans make teaching comfortable and stress-free. How should one prepare them?

First we divide the subject into distinct topics based on the syllabus for a
given paper. Then we count the approximate number of lectures available for the
paper and divide the topics across these. This does not take more than two hours.
The plan ought to be flexible enough to accommodate extra time required for
some difficult topics or those in need of detailed explanation. With such a plan
one need not worry about completing the portion since it allows thinking about
and focusing on one session at a time.

Similarly, every class can have a plan. After identifying the topic for the class,
pick out its main ideas. Ascertain the main questions involved. Identify the content,
marking the most important aspects that must be discussed in class, and others
of which one may make a passing reference. Think about the time required to be
spent on each point. Find important new terms to be introduced. Construct
activities involving students. Plan the introduction, the content, and the
conclusion. Any such plan must also be flexible.

While a Lecture Plan is important for a teacher, it is equally necessary to help
a student find her way easily through the lecture plan. In a teaching workshop, a

Lecture plans for the whole course
make teaching stress-free
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trainer demonstrated the use of ‘sign-posts’ which can enable students to navigate
easily through a lecture.

Students are engaged in multiple activities as the lecture progresses—listening
to words, interpreting them in their own
way, taking down notes, sifting points from
details, and trying to connect the various
aspects of the topic. With ‘sign-posts’ they
can find their way through the mass of
detail easily. These also separate the different aspects of the topic. Let us see how
signposts are used in a lecture: (the signposts are italicized):

Teacher:

“Today we will study the sources of law. These are mainly three. The first and most
important is legislation.

The second source is precedent—it comes from judgments. The third is custom.

Let us look at legislation as a source of law. (Discuss)… … …

Legislation may be primary—made by legislatures, and secondary. This is also
called delegated legislation. (Discuss) ….

Thus, we have what is meant by the first source of law—legislation.

Now I come to the second source—precedent. (Discuss) …

Which of the two sources legislation and precedent, is more important? (Discuss)…

Now let us examine the third source—custom. (Discuss)…

We have seen the three sources of law—legislation, precedent and custom.

We must now see how they are related with each other. (Discuss)…

(Summing up) Today we have discussed the three sources of law—legislation, precedent
and custom. We have seen how these are made, their relative importance and
their relationship with one other…”

How sign-posts can be used to
connect ideas in a lecture
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This technique may sound monotonous to the reader or to the teacher who
uses it, but to the student it gives the exact position of the topic under discussion
in the map or scheme of the lecture. Summing it up in this manner also gives
some space (of time and attention) to students to be able to navigate between
points and to internalize the topic as a whole.

Some students find lectures in English difficult. For them, the lecture in English
must be explained with the use of special techniques. A teacher of linguistics
once spoke about the techniques that can
be used for this purpose. He stressed that
the teacher herself must know the spellings
and the usage correctly before teaching
them to her students. The teacher should
then identify those terms which have a special meaning in law (in our case) and
those terms or words with which a student is unfamiliar. When such a word or
term is used for the first time the teacher must write it on the blackboard,
pronounce it clearly, and repeat it. The rule he gave was simple—make sure that
your students get the correct pronunciation and spelling the first time they hear
the term.

Such students must also get to hear the teacher clearly. If they sit in the first
few rows, they are attentive and can hear the teacher correctly. A practice I have
successfully used is to announce the topic for the next day and its location in
standard books written in English and Marathi (my language and the language
of the majority of students in Pune). As a result, many students read the topic,
mark new words, use the dictionary, and come prepared to the class. They say
they can follow lectures in English better with this method.

In large classes, the blackboard is the Teacher’s ally. Whatever is written or
drawn on the blackboard is remembered
by the students for a long time. I
remember a teacher who used to use the
blackboard so thoughtfully, that at the end
of the session, the entire lecture was right
there in front of everyone’s eyes. A photograph of the blackboard could have
replaced notes. She would start with a scheme on the top left hand side. She

How the teacher can help
students who find lectures in

English difficult

The blackboard is a teacher’s ally
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would reserve the right one-fourth for new terms and spellings of difficult words,
including words translated into Marathi/Hindi. Whenever she introduced a new
word or a new point, she would first state it, then write it on the blackboard then
repeat it before proceeding. She would also wait for her students to write down
the point from the blackboard before she would proceed to explain the next
point. She would end her lecture with a summary, again referring to the
blackboard.

I have carefully preserved all my notes on property laws: they have drawings.
Our teacher used to draw pictures of plots of land, buildings, flats, roads and
forests. He used to illustrate concepts. He
would draw a circle and then start:
“Suppose this is property”. He would then
slice it into various ‘rights’. In another class
on succession laws, the teacher used to
draw smiling faces of those relatives who had received benefits under a will, and
disappointed faces for those who had been deprived. This added colour to an
unexciting topic. Students say they remember such pictures and concepts for a
long time.

Thus, one can use the blackboard (or the white or green-board) skillfully.
During a lecture, it provides for a place to stop and take a deep breath, and give
our voice some rest. How it is used reflects the teacher’s personality. Shabby
writing and an unorganized text indicate a disorganized person. Large clear writing
indicates that the teacher is organised and understands the needs of an audience.
Judicious use of the blackboard needs practice.

One should practise writing large clear letters and numerals and avoid cursive
writing. One should practice writing in a straight line and write with enough
pressure. One should also avoid the squeaking chalk and avoid chalk powder
from flying about while cleaning the board. It is important to practise how to
stand while using the black board. For example, one must avoid speaking with
one’s back to the students, and ensure that one’s writing is clearly seen by the
entire class. With a little effort, this becomes a habit.

Creative ways of using the
blackboard
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It is my belief that Teaching can be learnt. Provided a teacher is a good
student of others’ teaching methods. Like all law-teachers, I never had the
opportunity to learn methods of teaching before I became a teacher. I used to
read the topic for the lecture, pour it out
in class, and was happy when it was over.
The importance of teaching methods came
after observing good and successful
teachers. It was good to learn how students
learn, and of how different students learn
in different ways and with varying speeds. Discussions with senior teachers
compelled me to reflect on my own teaching. I observed a number of good practices
and methods in the presentations made by other teachers in classes, seminars,
workshops. I compared my style with theirs. Sometimes I also observed how not
to teach.

Teaching can be learnt from the way our students respond to our teaching. A
student from Manipur made her class presentation in English with a Northeast
Indian accent. I explained to the class how one’s mother-tongue can affect
pronunciation, and how students from one State may have to speak slowly and
clearly while speaking to an audience of  persons from other States. For example,
it would take time for a Marathi person like me to understand a speaker from
Kerala, or Bengal, or Tamil Nadu. When I asked the student to re-do her
presentation, she remarked that she had faced this difficulty with my pronunciation
too!! I had always thought till then that I spoke clearly. Her observation compelled
me to reduce my speed of speaking and to make my pronunciation more clear
and distinct.

As I conclude this article, I wish to here mention the names of those who have
influenced my approach to teaching. From Professor S P Sathe, expert in
constitutional and administrative law, I have learnt the importance of continuous
study and learning for academic growth, and the importance of academic writing.
He taught me to be proud of my profession. In the office of Mr. M P Bendre,
Advocate from Pune, we juniors were urged to ask questions about whatever we
had seen, and to find answers on our own though he was there to guide us. He
enabled us to grow.

It is my belief that teaching can
be learnt from books, colleagues

and students
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If I am able to experiment with various teaching methods in the classroom, it
is because Mrs. Vaijayanti Joshi, Principal of ILS Law College gives full freedom
to her teachers and encourages their individual growth by sending them to
workshops and seminars. This exposure and her faith has benefited our teaching.

Thus, one can become a good teacher by thinking and reflecting on one’s own
teaching and observing other teachers, by practising good teaching methods
constantly, by treating students with respect and dignity, which is their right, by
being happy and enthusiastic at work, and first and foremost, by deciding to “be
a good teacher”.

(Nilima Bhadbhade teaches laws of contracts, insurance and intellectual property
at the ILS Law College, Pune. She trains student lawyers in presentation skills and
conducts training programs for industry on contracting. She has thoroughly revised a
3000 page treatise on contract law. The author can be contacted at nilima@vsnl.com)


